SA Considers Bookstore Management Audit

by Steven L. Braley

The University Booksellers is under pressure to verify its finances by conducting an audit of its costs, including the high costs of textbooks.

With this in mind, the Student Activities Board (SAB) is considering the feasibility of conducting an audit of the bookstore's operations.

President Bob Schmalfeld may have some thoughts on how the bookstore is run.

According to Schmalfeld, the proposed audit is a good idea, but more information is needed on how the bookstore is operated. He notes that the bookstore is run by Horace Klotzer, who is responsible for overseeing the bookstore.

"I think it's important to have an audit to ensure that the bookstore is managing its operations efficiently and effectively," Schmalfeld said.

Klotzer, the bookstore's manager, feels that the bookstore is already doing a good job of managing its operations.

"We have a lot of experience in managing the bookstore, and we believe that we are doing everything we can to ensure that the bookstore is operating as efficiently as possible," Klotzer said.

Macoy, the bookstore's assistant manager, is also confident that the bookstore is being run efficiently.

According to Macoy, the bookstore has a lot of experience in managing its operations, and he believes that the bookstore is doing everything it can to ensure that the bookstore is operating as efficiently as possible.

"We have a lot of experience in managing the bookstore, and we believe that we are doing everything we can to ensure that the bookstore is operating as efficiently as possible," Macoy said.

Trent, the bookstore's manager, is also confident that the bookstore is being run efficiently.

"We have a lot of experience in managing the bookstore, and we believe that we are doing everything we can to ensure that the bookstore is operating as efficiently as possible," Trent said.

The bookstore is being run by a dedicated staff of professionals, who are working hard to ensure that the bookstore is operating as efficiently as possible.

In conclusion, the SAB is considering conducting an audit of the bookstore's operations, which will help to ensure that the bookstore is managing its operations efficiently and effectively.
Business School
Does Well, However

Last year, the Chemistry program was targeted for distinction by the University of Missouri in coordination with its long range plan. This year, another campus program is to be nominated for eminence. Under the UMSL's long range plan, eminence programs will receive special emphasis toward reaching national and international reputations.

The chemistry program fits that mold well. Its reputation and ties to the St. Louis area industry have clearly proven its distinction. As the University continues to reach out to the St. Louis region and become a world-class urban university, it will benefit the campus if the School of Business receives the next eminence nomination.

The School of Business Administration has already become a national leader in its academic programs. The School offers a Bachelor's and Master's in Business Administration, a Master of Science in Management Information Systems and a Master in Accounting.

The eminence distinction would strengthen and enrich the campus and its five-year plan and expand the core group of business faculty who have made contributions to their respective fields.

The School of Business Administration is the largest program on this campus. It accounts for 47 percent of the undergraduate student body and campus on the whole.

The School offers a Bachelor and Master of Business Administration, a Master of Science in Management Information Systems and a Master in Accounting.

In an effort to maintain eminence, the School has outlined a series of objectives to further its mission. First, an Executive level of prominence. But a little nudge from the School will go a long way.

Third, a Ph.D. in Management.

M.B.A. Second, a tax emphasis in the Master of Accounting.
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McClusky Named Vice Chancellor

For purpose to raise tax visibility of the campus and "take the product to the people," Verity said.

"I think there's definitely giving to colleges could fall as much as 5 percent, which is a real world," Gwizdala said, "and in corporations, when you talk to their tax advisors and budget planners."

"The Heritage Foundation, the William and Flora Hewett Foundation, the Ford Foundation, the St. Louis Community College Foundation, the Ovaltine Foundation, the James S. McDonnell Foundation and others," said the department of finance.

"Who's going to do a good job with the money would be used for."

"We are using the results of that survey to raise tax visibility of the campus and "take the product to the people," Verity said.

"The Heritage Foundation, the William and Flora Hewett Foundation, the Ford Foundation, the St. Louis Community College Foundation, the Ovaltine Foundation, the James S. McDonnell Foundation and others," said the department of finance.
The Music Goes On and On will be the subject of this week's seminar to be held at 6:30 p.m. in South Campus. All are welcome.

ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS PLANNING TO ATTEND GRADUATION OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL
The UMSL St. Louis Chapter of Phi Kappa Phi National Honor Society will nominate a graduating senior for one of fifty $6,000 Fellowships offered by the honor society. Refer to the campus for more information.

PREGNANT?
"If an unplanned pregnancy presents a personal crisis in your life... Let us help you!"

FREE TESTING & COUNSELING: TUES. THRU SAT.
- Abortion Services
- Counseling by Educators & Orphans
- All Services Free & Confidential
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Annual Job Fair Set

By Paul Thompson

The eighth annual fair, sponsored by the UMSL Student Missouri Teachers Association (SMSTA), will be held Feb. 9, 10 and 11 in the union building, in the J.C. Penney Building.

Some students are expected to be at the fair, including IBM, Missouri Bank and Trust Co., and representatives from area banks and hospitals and the admission office.

"There will be something for every major," said SWAP Coordinator Sarah Wenzel.

More than 30 UMSL students participated in last year's fair, in which more than 100 local employers asked to join the fair, including IBM, Dow Chemical, computer companies, social services, education, and others.

The annual job fair is open to all students.

Education Group Forms

By Paul Thompson

In a political environment where special interest groups compete for the favors and influence of legislators and vigorously fight for the thinnest slice of the funding pie, the Missouri state teachers association decided to act as a political action committee.

According to an article by Bob Gargar, a newspaper editor at the Missouri State Teachers Association, the group formed a political action committee to "aid in the efforts of the association's officers."

The group is a 501(c)(4) organization that can raise and spend unlimited amounts of money, according to the Missouri State Teachers Association.

"We want to be a voice for the large number of teachers and students who really care about education," said Bob Gargar, a newspaper editor at the Missouri State Teachers Association.
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Tenor To Perform Feb. 8

Tenor Mark Madison, who joined the faculty of UMSL this year as an assistant professor of music education, will make his St. Louis recital debut at 8 p.m. in the Sheldon Concert Hall, 3714 Washington Ave.

The performance, also Madison's first faculty recital at UMSL, is sponsored by the University's Department of Music and by its Mainstage, Performing Arts Series.

Madison will perform songs by Handel, Schumann, Brahms and Della Dunn, among others, and will be accompanied on the piano by Robert Dassen, director of keyboard studies at Webster University.

A national specialist in the 19th and 20th century music repertoire, Madison made his professional debut in 1987 with the New York City Opera in arias in "Luisa di Lammermoor," in which Beverly Sills played the title role.

Madison spent five years studying in New York under the aegis of the Manhattan Opera National Council.

He was a member of the voice faculty at Florida State University for five years and has been on the UMSL faculty since 1987, where he has earned a Doctor of Musical Arts degree in voice performance.

This recital is sponsored by the Mainstage, Performing Arts Series.

Max Madison

HOMESTEAD CARNAVAL OFFERINGS

When: Friday, Feb. 7

Where: Missouri Business
district, 10 South Main Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Bring the entire family to the Homestead Carnaval. The Homestead Carnaval includes a variety of food, rides and games. There is a horseless horse-drawn ride for the children.

Admission:

Children (3 to 12 years old): $1 for rides, games and one food item.

Adults (13 years and older): Free admission to all rides and games, but $1 for food.

Senior citizens (60 years and older): Free admission to all rides and games, but $1 for food.

Children under 3 years old:

Free admission to all rides and games.

Food:

Hot dogs - 50 cents

Carnival fries - $1

Cotton candy - 60 cents

Popcorn - 50 cents

Peanut butter and jelly sandwich - 75 cents

Includes:

All rides, games and food are included in the admission price.

Tickets can be purchased at the Homestead Carnaval.

For more information, call 739-8302.

PAC

from page 1

state-wide races, particularly the Governor's Cup and St. Louis Cup, won't have much of an impact on local politics, experts say.

Governor John Ashcroft will not be seeking re-election this year, so the races are expected to be less competitive, say experts.

The Other Washington Library and Made in St. Louis, have both been involved in the UMSL student newspaper, LeLoup, for the past three years.

"We're not saying we'll win the race, but we're still finding our way," he said. "We're just trying to make sure that we get the best of both worlds - the student newspaper needs to serve the community and that we're not just there fighting for our own interests."
**Gregory Sets Career Rebound Record In UMSL Loss**

by Diane Schiatter

Senior forward Gina Gregory of Cape Girardeau became the fifth player in school history to record a rebounding season last week, when she grabbed 20 rebounds in two games for the Rivermen. The 5-foot-10, 180-pound senior forward also averaged 15.5 rebounds per game in her last three games, and set the previous record in 1977.

"It was the only thing that I knew how to do," said Gregory, who will continue her basketball career at a small college basketball program.

"I can't say how I feel," she said. "We've been working hard all season long."

In February, 1986, Emmitt Thomas led the Chiefs to the Super Bowl. The game was 20 years ago, but the memories are still fresh for the players who were there.

"It was a lot harder than anything," said Thomas. "It's like playing a contact sport, but it has to be."

Diane Brummel is glad that she works in the gymnasium itself might have limited the women's ability to compete.

"It's like playing a contact sport, but in the second half, we tuckered out," she said. "We don't feel like we're in the game."

Sprints, by Diane Schiatter

What are some changes to be expected in the gymnasium itself?

"It means the women have had to work harder than ever," said Brummel. "We don't feel like we're in the game.

So, when basketball and not football until he was fully committed to the sport.

"I've been pleased with the way the women are preparing for the season. They're working harder than ever," said Brummel. "We don't feel like we're in the game.

The lead continued to change hands between the Women's basketball teams, with UMSL leading 46-45 at the half. But early in the second half, Meckfessel said, things changed.

"It's been a lot harder than anything," she said. "It's like playing a contact sport, but it has to be."
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Our three-year and two-year scholarships won't make college easier.

Just easier to pay for.

Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships pay for full tuition and allowances for educational fees and textbooks. Along with up to $1,000 a year.

Get all the facts.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

For more information call Captain Jon Boyle at 553-5176 or stop by 44 Blue Metal Office Building located on campus.

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS